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f - INTRODUCTION 

In some circumstances, it is necessary to perform rework operations on some 
fuel assemblies in order to make them reusable in reactors, movable, 
transportable or consistent with fuel reprocessor specifications, depending on 
the plant utility policy. 

These rework operations are of two types : 

- Those which consist in restoring the leak tightness of the fuel assemblies. 
They are made after a series of tests allowing the localization of the failed 
fuel rods : at first, overall leak detection is provided by monitoring 
primary coolant activity during reactor operation ; then, during refueling, 
leaking assemblies are identified by subjecting each of the assemblies 
scheduled for reloading to a sipping test ; finally individual leaking fuel 
rods are singled out before the defective assemblies can be repaired, i.e. 
failed rods can be replaced. 

- Those which involve replacement of part of or the whole assembly structure 
(combined or not with replacement of failed fuel rods). 

In order to meet these two needs for rework operations, FRAGEMA has developed a 
full range of test and tooling systems for detecting single leaking rods in 
irradiated fuel assemblies and for restoring fuel assemblies to be used in ?WR_ 
nuclear power plants. As an illustration of the means available, two of these 
systems are described hereafter. 
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2 - DESCRIPTION OF FRAEEHA ROD LEAK DETECTION SYSTEM 

2.1. Leak detection lethod (see fig. 1) 

An ultrasonic probe is placed at one end of each rod undergoing testing. The 
wave train generated by the probe is propagated over the entire cladding 
length, then returns to the probe after reflection from the opposite end of the 
rod. 

A through-wall defect causes water inleakage ; the water creates an acoustic 
couplant between the cladding and the fuel pellets, which disperses part of the 
energy inside the cladding. As a result, the energy which returns towards the 
probe is lower for a leaky rod than for a sound rod. 
The method involves analysis of echo amplitude to single out leaking rods ; one 
of the advantages of this method is that it provides overall rather than local 
scanning and is therefore insensitive to the water level or axial location 
inside the cladding. 

2.2. Leak detection equipment (see fig. 2) 

The equipment used to apply the leak detection method described above is as 
follows : 

- A probe, snail enough to be inserted between the fuel assembly top nozzle and 
the rods undergoing testing. 

- An underwater probe positioning mechanism mounted on one of the spent fuel 
pit stopgates or secured to the pit edge under 4 m of water. Two pneumatic 
jacks are used to position the fuel assembly to be tested in front of the 
mechanism. 

- A set cf cabinets containing the electronic equipment associated to the probe 
and to its positioning mechanism, a computer to control the movement, process 
the signals and provide the diagnosis. 

- A video system for visual surveillance of underwater operations. 

2.3. Test procedure 

- The assembly to be tested, hanging from the site fuel handling tool, is 
positioned in front of the probe positioning mechanism under a water depth of 
4 m. 

- The probe is inserted diagonally in the fuel assembly under the top nozzle. 
Testing and diagnosis display are performed automatically. 

It is necessary to rotate the fuel assembly around its longitudinal axis in 
order to test all the fuel rods. 
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3 - DESCRIPTION flF FUEL ASSEMBLY REPAIR 

Two types of repair have been developed by FRAGEMA : 

- Removal and replacement of leaking fuel rods from fuel assemblies who.-,e 
skeletons are sound. 

The rods are accessed either after top nozzle removal (for Advanced Fuel 
Assemblies - AFA - which nozzles can be easily removed underwater) or after 
assembly inverting and bottom nozzle removal (for standard fuel assemblies). 

- Reconstitution of assemblies with damaged structures. 

After the damaged standard fuel assembly has been inverted and its bottom 
nozzle removed, the sound rods are transferred one by one into a new skeleton 
stacked on top of the old one (see fig. 3). A gripper guided through the 
skeleton grids pulls each rod upwards into the new skeleton. This 
reconstitution method requires the fuel rod bottom end plugs to be provided 
with handling grooves ; if not, the rods are accessed after top nozzle 
removal and transferred to a new skeleton arranged at the same level. 

3.2. Repair equipment 

The main components of the equipment developed by FRAGEMA for repair of fuel 
assemblies are : 

- a repair station featuring a stand resting on the bottom of the spent fuel 
pit (see fig. 4), 

- removable baskets for supporting the assemblies, 

- a basket inverter, 

- a set of tools for nozzle disassembly and reassembly, 

- a semi-automatic rod transfer tool (see fig. 5). 

The design of this last tool is sophisticated ; the process used and the 
following features guarantee that no damage is inflicted on the new skeleton or 
on the rods during their transfer : 

- The geometry (bullet shape) of the rod gripper rules out contact with the new 
skeleton grids when it goes through them ; after rod gripping, the 
gripper/rod connection forms a continuous cylinder ; 

- The transfer tool is equipped with a load monitoring system which detects any 
overloading during gripper insertion into the skeleton, or during rod 
pulling ; 

- Two sets of carriages provide accurate automatic positioning of the gripper 
on the rod to be transferred ; 
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- All the movements are initiated and monitored by a programmable controller 
associated with position encoders. 

3.3. Operating sequences 

3.3.1. Failed_fuel_rod_replaçement_in_a_sound_standard skeleton (see fig. 6) 

. leaking fuel roi* localization 

. fuel assembly inversion 

. bottom nozzle withdrawal 

. leaking rods replacement 

. new AFA type bottom nozzle setting 

. repaired fuel assembly inversion 
3.3.2. Reconstitution of a sound assembly with a damaged standard skeleton (see 

fiall!) 
. damaged fuel assembly inversion 
. bottom nozzle withdrawal 
. alignment of new skeleton (without nozzles) on top of damaged assembly 
. transfer of sound rods into the new skeleton 
. new bottom nozzle installation 
. inversion of the reconstituted fuel assembly 
. bottom nozzle installation on empty damaged skeleton and disposal 
. new top nozzle installation on reconstituted fuel 

3.4. Inspections 

Thorough inspections are performed during the restoration operations, which are 
monitored continuously on a video screen, and each restored assembly is tested 
as follows : 

- overall sipping test 

- underwater inspection of assembly visual appearance and geometry ; checks are 
made on assembly straightness, verticality when mounted on a pedestal, and 
the appearance of the guide thimble / nozzle connections 

- compatibility with the handling tool, and capacity to accommodate the rod 
cluster control assemblies and thimble plug assemblies (for reconstituted 
assemblies) 

- the removed leaky rods are inspected singly, firstly by sipping testing in 
the rod extraction gripper, then by eddy current testing before storage in 
the rod disposal fixture. 
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